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Resonant self-trapping of high intensity Bessel beams in underdense plasmas
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We present a comprehensive report based on recent work@Phys. Rev. Lett.84, 3085 ~2000!# on resonant
self-trapping and enhanced absorption of high power Bessel beams in underdense plasmas. The trapping
resonance is strongly dependent on initial gas pressure, Bessel-beam geometry, and laser wavelength. Analytic
estimates, and simulations using a one-dimensional Bessel-beam-plasma interaction code consistently explain
the experimental observations. These results are for longer, moderate intensity pulses where the self-trapping
channel is induced by laser-heated plasma thermal pressure. To explore the extension of this effect to ul-
trashort, intense pulsed Bessel beams, we perform propagation simulations using the codeWAKE @Phys. Rev. E
53, R2068~1996!#. We find that self-trapping can occur as a result of a plasma refractive index channel induced
by the combined effects of relativistic motion of electrons and their ponderomotive expulsion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The self-focusing process, in which a laser beam s
traps and propagates at high intensity over distances lo
than its natural diffraction length scale, has been stud
since the 1960s@1,2#, where it was originally observed in
solid or liquid transparent materials below megawatt~MW!-
level laser powers. At power levels below;10 MW, nonlin-
ear self-focusing in neutral gases was observed@3# and in
subcritical density plasmas, ponderomotive filamentat
was observed at greater than gigawatt power levels@4#. Most
recently, subpicosecond, terawatt (1012 W)-level laser pulses
have been demonstrated to self-trap in plasmas as a res
nonlinear, relativistic modifications to the plasma index
refraction and ponderomotive expulsion of plasma electr
from the beam@5#. For a fixed density of the medium, all o
these processes have a threshold power requiring the no
ear lensing of the beam to overcome diffraction. Beyond
threshold power, the self-trapping effect is maintained or f
ther enhanced.

In this paper, we present comprehensive results from
cent work @6# demonstrating a new type of self-trappin
This effect occurs in the propagation of high intensity Bes
beams in underdense plasmas. However, unlike the ab
examples of laser beam self-trapping, the self-trapping
Bessel beams isresonant in nature, and this resonance
multidimensional. That is, for the relevant parameters of
tial neutral gas or plasma density, laser power, laser wa
length, and Bessel-beam geometry, self-trapping will oc
only over a narrow range of each of these parameters if
remainder are held fixed.

Historically, resonant laser-plasma coupling has been
served in two main instances, both for electron densities n
the critical density. The first is the well-known process
resonance absorption. Here, aP-polarized light pulse is ob-
liquely incident on a plasma density gradient, usually from
solid target, and it experiences increased absorption resu
from the electric field tunneling into the critical-surface r
1063-651X/2002/65~5!/056408~12!/$20.00 65 0564
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gion @7#. Resonance absorption was first observed in h
power nanosecond laser-target experiments@8# and later
studied using femtosecond pulses, where the plasma de
gradient scale length could be better controlled@9#. Calcula-
tions of short pulse laser absorption by cluster plasmas h
suggested that an absorption maximum exists when the s
density clusters expand to satisfyNe;3Ncr , a condition de-
termined by the resonance in the dielectric response o
plasma sphere@10#. More recent modeling of the lase
cluster interaction suggests that for most experimental si
tions, this resonance may actually occur nearNcr rather than
at 3Ncr @11#. In all of these prior cases of resonant las
plasma coupling, however, the resonance is a result of
laser frequency and electron density dependence of
plasma bulk dielectric response, and no transverse sp
modification of the laser beam needs to occur~but it may
occur in practice, for example, as a result of a rippled criti
density surface!. For Bessel beams, the self-trapping res
nance not only depends on the dielectric response, but it
depends strongly on the plasma geometry, and strong tr
verse beam modification necessarily occurs.

To begin, we define ageneralizedBessel beam, in a me
dium invariant along the optical axisz, to be a solution
E(rW' ,z,v)5eibzu(rW' ,v) of the Fourier transformed wav
equation

¹'
2u1k2~rW' ,v!u50, ~1!

where

k2~rW' ,v!5k2n2~rW' ,v!2b25k2@11dplasma~rW' ,v!

14px~rW' ,v!#2b2 ~2!

is the square of the local transverse wave number, wh
allows for possible transverse variation in the refractive
dex n of the medium, wherex is the total atomic and ionic
susceptibility anddplasma is the plasma contribution to th
medium response. In the above equations,¹'

2 is the Laplac-
©2002 The American Physical Society08-1
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ian in the transverse coordinaterW' , k5v/c is the vacuum
wave number of the laser, andb is the wave number along
the propagation axisz. For a uniform, nonabsorbing medium
the transverse wave numberk5k0 is a real constant, and Eq
~1! yields the standard Bessel-beam solutionE(r ,f,z,v)
5Eie

ibzJm(k0r )eimf, where Ei is the peak electric field
and m is a positive integer. Such solutions for a unifor
medium have been considered in earlier work investiga
the linear@12,13# and nonlinear@14# optics of Bessel beams

Zero-order (m50) Bessel beams have been produced
ing phase masks, circular slits followed by lenses@12,14# or
axicon lenses@6,15#. More recently,m.0 beams have bee
produced using a phase mask closely followed by an axi
@16,17#. All of these elements convert an input plane wa
into a cone of rays~conical beam! converging onto the opti-
cal axis, all at the same angleg with respect to the axis. The
result of the mutual interference of these rays is the Be
beam, with axial wave numberb5k cosg. For moderate
pulse energies and pulse widths, the peak intensity ofm
50 Bessel beam can be sufficient for breakdown of neu
gases and generation of highly elongated plasma chan
Such channels have been used for optical guiding@18#, and
have applications to laser-driven plasma accelerators@19#,
short wavelength generation@20#, and high current, high
speed switching@15#. Recently, a long tubular plasma ha
been generated through the use of fifth order Bessel b
@17#, and the self-trapping of Bessel beams has been foun
seed a parametric instability that results in axially perio
plasma channel modulations@21#.

That resonant self-trapping should occur for inten
Bessel beams was strongly suggested by earlier work of
group. In that experiment@22#, low energy~;1 mJ!, 1-ps
white light continuum Bessel-beam probe pulses were
cused onto underdense (,1022 Ncr) preformed plasma
channels produced by a 100-ps heater~pump! Bessel-beam
pulses in low pressure gases~,150 torr!. Once a local elec-
tron density minimum appeared on the axis as a result of
plasma’s radial expansion~after a few hundred picoseconds!,
trapping and quasiguiding of the probe pulse occurred o
for certain wavelengths, for fixed pump pulse energy, ini
neutral gas density, and pump-probe delay@22#. This sug-
gested that at higher initial gas densities, the increased la
plasma heating and more rapid formation of a suitable ch
nel structure could result in self-trapping of the 1064-n
pump pulse during its 100-ps envelope.

The full modeling of the Bessel-beam-plasma interact
would require considering the time-dependent electrom
netic wave equation coupled to equations for the tim
dependent plasma hydrodynamics. However, for our exp
mental situation involving 100-ps heating pulses and plas
channels of maximum diameter;100 mm @23#, a quasista-
tionary calculation is appropriate, in which time-independ
equation~1! is coupled to a model of the time-depende
plasma hydrodynamics. We note that the transit time for li
across a plasma channel of maximum diameter;100 mm is
,1 ps, which is much shorter than the 100-ps laser puls
the plasma hydrodynamics time scales. These time sc
have been measured to beta;50 ps for avalanche-driven
electron density growth,ts5l i i /cs;100 ps for shock devel
05640
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opment, andtc5w/cs;1 ns for radial evolution of the
plasma column@23#, wherel i i is the ion-ion collision mean
free path,cs is the local plasma sound speed, andw is the
laser spot size. Therefore, in our numerical simulations of
time-dependent interaction~see Sec. III! we solve Eq.~1! for
an evolving sequence of plasma profiles; our simulations
quasistationary.

For a stationary profile, the solution of Eq.~1! outside the
plasma boundary (r .r b) gives

E~rW' ,z,v!5 1
2 eibz@a1Hm

~1!~k0r !1a2Hm
~2!~k0r !#eimf,

~3!

where k05k(r .r b)5(k22b214pv2x0 /c2)1/2, Hm
(1,2)

are themth-order Hankel functions of the first and seco
kind, x05x(r .r b), and the ratioa1 /a2 depends on the
specific plasma structure. Well outside the waveguide for
@r b andk0r @1, the asymptotic forms ofHm

(1,2) give

E~rW' ,z,v!'Eie
ibz@e2 ik0r1he2 i ~m11/2!peik0r #

3eimw/~2pk0r !1/2, ~4!

a sum of conical waves incident upon and scattered by
plasma at the angleg5tan21 k0 /b with respect to the plasma
axis, whereh5a1 /a2 is the complex scattering coefficien
of the outgoing wave. In the stationary limit, the fraction
absorption of the Bessel beam is given by 12uhu2.

Independent of considerations of externally suppl
Bessel beams, Eq.~1! also governs the propagation of ele
tromagnetic waves in the plasma structure itself. In that c
text, the solutions to Eq.~1! can be separated into sever
categories depending on the behavior ofk2(rW' ,v) for a
given plasma channelNe(rW'). Excluded modeshavek2,0
for urW'u,r m and k2.0 for urW'u.r m , wherer m is a radial
location in the plasma. Forradiation modesk2.0 for all
rW' . Solutions havingk2.0 for urW'u,r m andk2,0 for all
u r̄'u.r m arebound modes. Leaky or quasiboundmodes have
k2.0 over a finite radial range near the center of the ch
nel, k2,0 in a portion of the channel wall, andk2.0 be-
yond that region. The result is some confinement of the w
within the interior channel region wherek2.0, but tunneling
or leaking is allowed to freely propagating waves aturW'u
.r b . Truly bound modes are an idealization for real plas
channels because beyond the plasma boundaryurW'u.r b ,
k2.0 again. In our plasma channels, there are only exclu
modes, radiation modes, and quasibound modes that are
fined to varying degrees. Early in the plasma channel form
tion, the electron density is peaked in the center and o
excluded modes or radiation modes are present, depen
on the peak value of the electron density. Once a shock w
begins to form during radial expansion, the electron den
on axis begins to dip and quasibound modes are allowed

For idealized bound mode solutions to Eq.~1!, no field
exists outside the channel, and only discrete values ofb are
allowed. For example, for a parabolic plasma chan
Ne(r )5Ne01Ncr(r /a)2, whereNe0 is the on-axis electron
density anda is a curvature parameter, the discrete chan
wave number isbpm5k224pr eNe02(4/wch

2 )(2p1m11),
wherewch5a/(pr eNcr)

1/2, r e is the classical electron radius
8-2
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RESONANT SELF-TRAPPING OF HIGH INTENSITY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 056408
andp andm are radial and azimuthal mode indices@24#. For
leaky mode solutions to Eq.~1!, where the solutions exten
beyond the plasma boundary, narrow continuous ranges ob,
which we shall labelbch, are favored@24#. In general, the
leaky mode spectrum of solutions and their associated w
numbersbch must be calculated numerically@24#. In the re-
gion u r̄'u.r b , these solutions can be represented as a
given by Eq.~3!, or in the limit u r̄'u@r b , by Eq.~4!, where
b in those expressions is replaced bybch. The connection
between an externally imposed Bessel beam and the ele
magnetic modes of a plasma channel is then clear: reso
interaction occurs when theb5k cosg imposed by the
Bessel beam is matched to a leaky modebch of the evolving
plasma channel.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP: SIMULATION CODE

Figure 1 shows the experimental setup. Pump pulses
ther from a Nd:YAG laser system~100 ps, 1064 nm, 350 mJ!
or from a Ti:Sapphire laser system~150 ps, 800 nm, 100 mJ!
were focused by axicons with base angles of 25° or
~which produceJ0 beams with ray approach angles ofg
515° or g519° with respect to the optical axis, whereb
5k cosg!, making ;1–1.5 cm long plasma columns in a
ambient gas of 20-torr N2O plus a variable pressure of argo
The N2O component, which field ionizes at;1013 W/cm2,
provides seed electrons for the uniform avalanche bre
down of Ar @23#. The relative self-trapping of the Bess
beam by its self-generated plasma was measured by inte
ing charge-coupled device camera~CCD! images of the
mode intensity profile at the exit plane of the plasma ch
nel.

In the event of self-trapping, the pump laser pulse is q
siconfined in the plasma channel, implying greater field a
plitude there, and this was expected to result in both
hanced absorption and greater heating. For the measure

FIG. 1. Experimental setup to measure Bessel-beam trap
~from mode imaging!, absorption~with collection axicon and en-
ergy meter!, and plasma heating~from time resolved transverse in
terferometry!. Pump beams were from a Nd:YAG laser system~100
ps, 1064 nm, 350 mJ! or from a Ti:Sapphire laser system~150 ps,
800 nm, 100 mJ!. Axicons had base angles of 25° or 30°~g515° or
g519°!. Gas fill was 20-torr N2O with variable pressure argon
Interferometer probe pulse was 70 ps, 532 nm, 100mJ or 70 fs, 800
nm, 1 mJ.
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of plasma absorption~done only for the 1064-nm pump
pulse!, all untrapped axicon rays passing through the plas
~which form a ring!, as well as the portion of the beam
trapped along the plasma axis, were collected and focuse
a large diameter collection axicon through a 1064-nm int
ference filter onto an energy meter. The additional heat
generated by the enhanced absorption was measure
monitoring the channel’s hydrodynamic evolution throu
interferometry, using variably delayed probe pulses. To c
ture channel evolution with picosecond resolution, a sm
portion of the main Nd:YAG pulse was frequency doubl
~to 532 nm, 70 ps,;100 mJ!, passed through an optica
delay line ~21 to 14 ns!, and then directed transverse
through the plasma@23#, which was imaged by a two-len
system through a folded~or split! wave front interferometer.
The beam is split, with the portions transversely offset,
that the interference pattern is obtained by overlapping
phase-perturbed area~resulting from the plasma! with an un-
perturbed area of the beam, which is used as the phase
erence@25#. An uncoated;0.25-in.-thick BK7 glass wedge
split the wave front into beams reflected from the front a
back surfaces, with the transverse offset determined by
wedge thickness.

For the interferometer with femtosecond resolution, t
probe beam~100 fs, 800 nm,;1 mJ! was obtained from a
Ti:Sapphire laser synchronized to the Nd:YAG system w
;10 ps of jitter. Details of the synchronization can be fou
in Ref. @26#. The jitter originates from the Nd:YAG oscilla
tor’s active mode locker. The femtosecond probe pulse w
passed through a delay line and directed transversely thro
the plasma, which was imaged by a two-lens system thro
a modified Mach-Zehnder interferometer. For the 800-
pump pulse, the delay line was optical, using a gold-coa
retroreflector, and the delay ranged from2500 ps to 1 ns. In
the case of 1064-nm pump pulses, the delay could be c
trolled electronically in steps of 1 ns, and fine adjustme
was achieved using the optical delay line. As in the picos
ond setup, the two beams in the modified Mach-Zehn
interferometer were transversely offset in order to allo
overlap of the phase-perturbed area of the beam with
unperturbed area. For the femtosecond case, a mod
Mach-Zehnder interferometer rather than the wedge w
used because the time separation of the front and back
face reflections in a wedge would greatly exceed the pr
pulse duration. The picosecond interferometer was usefu
measuring plasma channel evolution at times of at le
;250 ps later than the early formation phase. During a
immediately after the 100- or 150-ps pump pulse, rapid io
ization and shock formation occur and the 70-ps time re
lution was insufficient. The femtosecond interferometer w
used to examine channel evolution during the pump pu
For the 1064-nm pump pulse, the temporal resolution w
limited to ;10 ps by the Nd:YAG mode-locker jitter. For th
800-nm pump pulse, the probe was exactly synchronized
that the resolution was limited by the transit time of t
probe across the plasma~;100 fs for a 30-mm-diameter
plasma column!. The electron density was extracted from t
interferograms by first using Fourier techniques@27# to de-

ng
8-3
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FIG. 2. ~a! Relative self-trapped energy measured at channel exit versus pressure; each point is a 10 shot average. Insets a
mode images at different pressures.~b! Absorption efficiency versus pressure. Each point is 500 shot average.~c! Square of shock wave
speed (vs) versus pressure~P!. ~d! vs

4P(}«) versusP.
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termine the phase, which was then processed using Abe
version.

Refracted by the axicon, the pump pulse approaches
optical axis and self-interferes to form a zero-order Bes
beam with peak on-axis vacuum intensity;5
31013 W/cm2 ~for the 1064-nm pump! and 2
31013 W/cm2 ~for the 800-nm pump!. Low intensity imag-
ing of the focus along its length with 60X magnification
showed that it was axially uniform and cylindrically sym
metric. At high intensities, the resulting;1–1.5 cm long
plasma column produced in ambient gas was cylindrica
symmetric and uniform along optical axis, except for so
taper within;1 mm near the ends@23#.

The self-consistent Bessel-beam plasma interaction
simulated using a quasistationary model, in which Eq.~1! is
coupled to a 1D radial Lagrangian hydrocode. Starting w
neutral gas, Eq.~1! is solved at each time step, yielding th
complex scattering coefficienth(t) @see Eq.~4!# as a func-
tion of time. The updated electric field then heats and ioni
the gas/plasma. A Drude model is used for the plasma die
tric response, wheredplasma(r ,v)52j1 i jn/v, j5(1
05640
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1n2/v2)21Ne(r)/Ncr and n5n(r ) is the collision frequency,
which accounts for electron-ion and electron-neutral co
sions. The model includes field ionization@28#, collisional
ionization, thermal conduction~both gradient-based an
flux-limited!, and a collisional-radiative ionization mode
Because the model assumes cylindrical symmetry, the c
pling to m.0 electromagnetic modes is not treated.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS, CALCULATIONS,
AND DISCUSSION

Several experiments were performed in order to meas
the effect of varying the Bessel-beam parameters on s
trapping. The laser wavelength was varied~l5800 nm and
1064 nm!, as was the Bessel-beam ray approach angle~g
515° and 19°!. Simulations were performed for these e
periments.

A. 1064-nm, 100-ps pump pulse and 25° base angle
axicon „gÄ15°…

Data from experiments with the 25° base angle axic
(g515°) and the 531013 W/cm2 peak intensity, 1064-nm
8-4
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RESONANT SELF-TRAPPING OF HIGH INTENSITY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 056408
100-ps pump pulse are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The s
trapping of the Bessel beam versus gas fill pressure is plo
in Fig. 2~a!. The points are 10 shot averages of the integra
the imaged channel exit mode. As the pressure increa
strongly increased coupling occurs to thep50, m50 lowest
order mode~p is the radial mode index! with maximum cou-
pling at ;300 torr. The mode at that pressure is shown
inset ~1!. At slightly higher pressures the coupling dro
sharply, pointing to a resonance at 300 torr. Beyond 400 t
the coupling increases again, now to higher order mod
although the trapped mode pattern now fluctuates slig
from shot to shot owing to channel fluctuations. At;460
torr, thep51, m50 mode shown in inset~2! dominates, or
appears most frequently on a shot-to-shot basis. At;510
torr, them51 mode dominates@shown in inset~4!#, while at
580 torr, thep52, m50 mode is favored. At pressures
between them50 points, the most frequently observed e
modes arem.0 modes that are closely spaced in pressu
We note that even though the generated channel is ne
cylindrically symmetric@23#, slight azimuthal variations in
the input beam or in the plasma are sufficient for suchm
.0 coupling@22#. As the pressure increases, there is an
crease in shot-to-shot fluctuations in the optimally coup
mode ~that is, in p and m!, which is likely due to greater
sensitivities of plasma heating and channel formation to la
energy and input beam mode fluctuations.

Figure 2~b! shows absorption of the pulse as a function
pressure. Each point is a 500 shot average. Note that
nontrapped or transmitted part of the beam collected by
second axicon was a well-defined ring; no off-forward sc
tering was observed from the plasma other than the trap
light, if present. The pressure dependence of the absorp
corresponds well to the main coupling resonance of Fig
with a clear peak at;300 torr for thep50, m50 resonance.
Less well-defined peaks at;500 torr and;600 torr likely
correspond to thep51, m50 and thep52, m50 reso-
nances, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2~a!.

Direct evidence of the enhanced plasma heating fr
these coupling resonances is obtained from measuring
channel shock expansion velocity. As the expansion is a
batic after the first few hundred picoseconds@23#, the square
of the channel expansion velocity at later times is a rela
measure of the heating by the laser pulse. The channel ra
Rs , taken as the position of peak electron density in
expanding shock, was measured as a function of time u
the picosecond interferometer and the velocity was obtai
as the time derivative of the best fit curves for the radi
which follow the dynamics of cylindrical blast waves@23,29#
with excellent accuracy,

Rs;~«/r0!1/4t1/2, ~5!

where « is the energy per unit length initially available t
drive the expansion andr0 is the initial mass density. Figur
2~c! is a plot of vs

25(dRs /dt)2 versus pressure att
51.6 ns after the pump, and the peak at;300 torr is coin-
cident with the peaks in both the relative trapping and
absorption, which is direct evidence for enhanced heatin
the trapping resonance. At;500 torr and;600 torr there are
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much less well-defined peaks that agree with the peaks
responding to modes~2! and ~3! in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!. Fig-
ure 2~d! is a plot ofvs

4P versus pressure (P), wherevs
4P is

proportional to« from Eq. ~5!, and« is proportional to the
absorbed energy. The similarity in the curve shapes in F
2~b! and 2~d! confirms the connection between the enhanc
absorption and plasma heating, and clearly illustrates the
pact of the coupling resonances on the plasma hydrodyn
ics.

Figure 3~a! shows a simulation for total absorption

A5E
2`

`

~12uh~ t !u2!Ei
2~ t !dtF E

2`

`

Ei
2~ t !dtG21

~6!

as a function of pressure for the conditions of Fig. 2: pe
vacuum intensity of 531013 W/cm2, l51064 nm, 100-ps
pulse width, andg515°. The first absorption resonance
for coupling to thep50, m50 mode and occurs at;300
torr, and the nextm50 resonances, which are far less prom
nent, occur at;460 torr (p51) and;580 torr (p52), all
in good agreement with the peaks in Fig. 2. Coupling tom
.0 resonances is not handled by the simulation.

The time-dependent transmission~or scattering! uh(t)u2

of the plasma channel is shown in Fig. 3~b! for initial gas
pressures of 250, 300, and 350 torr. Optimal coupling is s
to take place at 300 torr, where the strong dips inuh(t)u2
result from dynamic resonant coupling during the pum
pulse. The dips correspond to times when the input be
parallel wave number~from the axicon! closely matches the
wave number of a quasibound mode of the evolving plas
channel, orb5k cosg'bch. At those points, coupling to the
p50 m50 quasibound mode is strong. At the first dip, t
mode’s spot radius extends beyond the shallow channel w
outside of which the field is oscillatory~15% of peak ampli-
tude!. Figure 3~c! shows a time sequence of electric fie
profiles at the first dip. By 122 ps, the quasibound mode
growing until it peaks at 134 ps, where the dip is at
minimum. At the second dip near 160 ps, as shown in F
3~d!, the mode is more tightly bound with little field~;1%
of peak amplitude! escaping outside the channel wall. In b
tween the dips, and on either side of them, field is exclud
from the channel center becausek cosgÞbch. At no point
during the channel evolution for the 250-torr and 350-t
cases is the resonance conditionk cosg'bch satisfied, so
strong dips inuh(t)u2 do not appear for those fill pressure

The effects of the coupling resonances on the plasma
drodynamics at 300 torr are shown in Fig. 3~e!, where the
electron temperature at channel centerTe(t), the relative in-
cident power Pinc(t)5Ei

2(t), and the absorbed powe
Pabs(t)5(12h(t)u2) Ei

2(t) are plotted. As expected from
the enhanced field amplitude at resonance, as shown in F
3~c! and 3~d!, there are spikes in the absorption and heati
The pump laser envelope is overlaid on the plot, and i
seen that the resonances occur past the midpoint of the p
when a channel confining structure has formed.

The existence of a self-trapping resonance at;300 torr
implies that a leaky channel develops during the pump pu
At nearby nonresonant pressures, however, this should
occur. Using the femtosecond interferometer, we verified t
8-5
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FIG. 3. ~a! Calculation of absorption efficiency versus pressure. Parameters used in the calculation are the same as in the exp
results of Fig. 2. The three peaks in the absorption curve correspond to coupling to thep50, m50; p51, m50; andp52, m50 modes.
Peak vacuum intensity of 531013 W/cm2, g515°, 1064 nm, 100 ps. The pulse peak occurs at;120 ps.~b! Calculation of time-dependen
channel transmissionuh(t)u2 during the pump pulse for initial pressures 250, 300, and 350 torr. Resonant coupling occurs at 300~c!
Time sequence of electric field profiles at the first dip for 300-torr curve in Fig. 3~b!. ~d! Time sequence of field profiles at the second d
for 300-torr curve in Fig. 3~b!. ~e! Relative incident and absorbed power~Pinc andPabs!, and channel-center electron temperature (Te) versus
time for 300 torr.
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FIG. 4. ~a! Time sequence of electron density profiles, for ambient gas pressure of 240 torr.~b! Time sequence of electron density profile
for ambient gas pressure of 300 torr.~c! Time sequence of electron density profiles, for ambient gas pressure of 350 torr.~d! Number of
electrons per unit length of channel versus time, for pressures 240, 300, and 350 torr.
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this was the case. In Figs. 4~a!, 4~b!, and 4~c!, electron den-
sity profiles of the plasma column are plotted in time s
quence for 240 torr, 300 torr, and 350 torr gas fill pressu
The timet50 is assigned to the onset of the smallest reso
able fringe perturbation in the interferograms at an elect
density of;531017 cm23; the pump pulse peak occurs
t;100 ps. For the nonresonant pressures of 240 and
torr, a guiding channel appears only very late in the pu
pulse. During the main part of the pump pulse, the pea
on-axis electron density profile would have tended to
clude beam power from the axis. For 300 torr, as shown
Fig. 4~b!, a channel forms as early as;120 ps, which is
nearly the center of the pump pulse, and the channel su
quently becomes deeper and wider than at similar time
the nonresonant cases.

The stronger coupling and plasma heating at the reso
pressure can be further examined by determining the rela
amounts of ionization induced by the pump pulse. A meas
of the ionization isQ(t)5*0

RmaxNe(r ,t)2prdr , the number
05640
-
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of electrons per unit length of the plasma channel, wh
Rmax is the radial extent of the plasma, andNe(r ,t) is elec-
tron density extracted by the femtosecond interferome
Figure 4~d! showsQ plotted versus time for the three pre
sures of Figs. 4~a–c!. Up until ;120 ps, there is similar
growth in ionization for the three pressures. Just past;120
ps, however, the ionization for 300 torr rises rapidly ove
10–20 ps interval, to a level higher than that for the oth
pressures. This interval is likely where resonant coupling
curs, and this possibility is consistent with the simulations
Fig. 3, where it is seen that the dips inuh(t)u2 are 10–20 ps
wide. The slow rise inQ at times longer than;200 ps results
from collisional ionization at the periphery of the expandi
plasma at times after the pump pulse@23,30#. Since the col-
lisional ionization rate scales as the square of the density,
highestQ might have been expected for 350 torr, especia
given the exponential growth of avalanche breakdown. E
maintaining the same ionization rate would still have
sulted in higher values ofQ at the higher density. However
8-7
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FIG. 5. Experiment and simulation results for 30° base angle axicon (g519°), other parameters are the same as in Figs. 2 and 3~a!
Relative self-trapped mode energy versus pressure. Each point is a 10 shot average. The inset is the observedp50, m50 mode.~b! Square
of shock wave speed versus pressure, obtained from interferometry.~c! Calculation of absorption efficiency versus pressure.
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the striking result is that the resonance at 300 torr cau
sufficiently enhanced heating to yield the maximum ioniz
tion in spite of the expected advantages of higher densit

B. 1064-nm, 100-ps pump pulse and 30° base angle
axicon „gÄ19°…

A 30° base angle axicon, with a ray approach angle og
519°, was substituted for the 25° axicon. All other para
eters were the same as above. Figure 5~a! shows the relative
self-trapping strongly peak at;450 torr, with the lowest or-
der m50, p50 self-trapped mode shown in the inset. T
enhanced heating at the resonance is, as before, determ
by monitoring the channel expansion velocity; Fig. 5~b!
shows that the peak heating occurs at;420 torr, in reason-
able accord with the self-trapping resonance. Compari
with Fig. 2 shows that the resonant pressure is strongly
pendent on the angleg of the Bessel-beam rays approachi
the optical axis. The origin of this dependence is discusse
Sec. III D. These experimental conditions were simulated
05640
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ing g519°, with the result for total absorption as a functio
of pressure as shown in Fig. 5~c!. The peak occurs at;420
torr, in good agreement with the coupling and heating m
surements of Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!.

C. 800-nm, 150-ps pump pulse and 30° base angle
axicon „gÄ19°…

Here, a 100-mJ, 150-ps pump pulse was obtained fr
splitting off a portion of the Ti:Sapphire beam before com
pression. The peak on-axis laser intensity in the axicon fo
was ;231013 W/cm2. Figure 6~a! shows relative self-
trapping efficiency versus pressure, with a broad peak n
;740 torr. The inset shows them50, p50 self-trapped
mode at this pressure. Figure 6~b! shows the effect of the
resonance on the heating: the square of the channel ex
sion velocity also peaks at;740 torr. Comparison with Figs
2 and 5 shows that the resonant pressure is strongly de
dent on the wavelength of the Bessel beam. The origin of
dependence is discussed in Sec. III D. A simulation was p
8-8
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FIG. 6. Experiment and simulation results for 30° base angle axicon (g519°) and pump pulse parameters: 800 nm, 150 ps, p
intensity 231013 W/cm2. ~a! Relative self-trapped mode energy versus pressure.~b! Square of shock wave speed versus pressure.~c!
Calculation of absorption efficiency versus pressure.
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formed using a peak intensity of;231013 W/cm2, pump
pulse width of 150 ps,l5800 nm, andg519°, with the
result for pressure-dependent absorption shown in Fig. 6~c!.
A very broad peak around;750 torr is seen, in good agree
ment with the experiments.

D. Analytic estimate of parameter sensitivity

A necessary requirement for resonant self-trapping is
k2(r s),0, ensuring some exponential damping in the ch
nel wall, wherer s is the radial position of the peak electro
density at the shock. This is equivalent toNes.Ncr sin2 g
5Ncr

eff, where Nes5Ne(r s). However, if k2(r s),0, but
k cosgÞbch, self-trapping will not occur and much of th
wave will be reflected from the outside of the channel, wh
the main heating will then take place. In Fig. 3~b!, the re-
gions of the 300-torruh(t)u2 curve outside the dips corre
spond to this situation.
05640
at
-

e

In any case, for given Bessel-beam parameters, the c
rion k2(r s),0 can be used to make a reasonable guess
the minimum neutral density required for self-trapping
the lowest order quasibound mode. This givesNmin

'Ncr sin2 g/Z, whereZ is the average ionization level. Usin
l51064 nm (Ncr;1021 cm23), g515°, and argon averag
ionization of Z;8 @23#, gives a minimum equivalent pres
sure of ;240 torr, in reasonable agreement with our me
surements~Fig. 2! and simulations~Fig. 3!. The sin2 g scal-
ing of Nmin predicts that given a resonance forg515° and
l51064 nm at 300 torr, the resonance forg519° andl
51064 nm should occur at 475 torr. This is in reasona
agreement with the measured resonant pressure of;420–
450 torr @ranging between the self-coupled mode imagi
and heating measurement shown in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!# and
the simulation result of;420 torr. TheNcr(}l22) scaling of
Nmin predicts that given a resonance forg519° and 1064 nm
at ;435 torr@middle of the 420–450 torr range of Figs. 5~a!
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and 5~b!#, the resonance forg519° and 800 nm should oc
cur at;770 torr, which is in good agreement with the me
sured resonant pressure of;740 torr and the simulation re
sult of ;750 torr.

E. Simulations of varying laser intensity

Although no experiments were performed for varyi
pump laser energy at fixed pulse width, simulations sh
that for fixed gas pressure, Bessel-beam geometry, and p
width, self-trapping occurs over a narrow range of laser
tensity. For laser wavelength ofl51064 nm, pulse width of
100 ps,g515°, and Ar pressure of 300 torr, Fig. 7 show
simulation results foruh(t)u2 for peak laser intensities of 1
31013, 2.531013, 431013, 531013, 7.531013, and 1
31014 W/cm2, illustrating the narrow range of the sel
trapping resonance.

IV. SIMULATIONS OF THE SELF-TRAPPING OF
ULTRASHORT, INTENSE BESSEL-BEAM PULSES

The previous discussion has focused on the self-trapp
of pulses of sufficient duration that a plasma channel is c
ated by hydrodynamic motion of the plasma ions during
pulse envelope. It is interesting to consider whether a sim
effect can be found for ultraintense, short pulses for wh
the ions are essentially stationary. A channel in this case m
be formed by the combined effects of relativistic motion a
ponderomotive expulsion of the plasma electrons. We n
present numerical simulations showing this effect for a pu
injected into a neutral gas of argon.

The simulations are carried out using the fluid version
the two-dimensional, quasistatic codeWAKE @31#. This code
solves for the self-consistent evolution of the laser pulse
the presence of a fluid plasma created by tunneling or fi
ionization of a background gas. The initial conditions a
constructed to correspond to a pulse of radiation that is c
verging on thez axis in a cone at a specified angleg. As the
pulse’s phase fronts converge on the axis, the intensity

FIG. 7. Calculation of uh(t)u2 for peak laser intensities
131013, 2.531013, 431013, 531013, 7.531013, and 131014

W/cm2 for the 300-torr case. Pulse parameters: 1064 nm, 100
g515°.
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creases in the regions of constructive interference, form
the Bessel beam, and free electrons are generated by io
tion. The evolution of the pulse is then affected by refracti
and focusing due to the nonuniform, mildly relativistic ele
tron plasma.

Figure 8 shows a grayscale image of the electron den
~as a function ofr and z! created by a 1.7-J, 100-fs puls
injected at an angleg51.72° (sing50.03) into 4.4 torr of
argon. This small value of angle was chosen to reduce
number of radial grid points needed in the simulation. T
path of the pulse as it converges on the axis is evident on
left side of the image. Also evident are striations in electr
density that are the result of the nonuniform rate of ioniz
tion in the standing wave pattern~the Bessel beam! that re-
sults from the interference between the incoming and out
ing axicon rays.~Additional striations appear at the upp
right corner of the image. These are artifacts associated
the reflection of rays at the simulation boundary.! The argon
is ionized up to the eighth stage at the center of the line fo
and this results in an electron densityNe5Nmax51.4
31018 cm23.

The solid curves superimposed on the image in Fig
give the location of the radiusR25% through which 25% of
the laser energy passes as a function of the distancez. Two
curves are shown. The curve labeled~a! shows the location
of the radiusR25% for the case of vacuum propagation, an
the curve labeled~b! shows the location ofR25% for the
parameters under consideration. The vacuum curve sh
the expected dependence ofR25% on z for an axicon-focused
pulse. Namely, the constant energy radius decreases line
with z, then there is a region inz of extentDzd'R(1/tang
2tana) @18#, where the interference pattern characteristic
the Bessel beam is set up and whereR25% is relatively con-
stant~whereDzd is the Bessel-beam depth of the field or t
extent of the Bessel-beamz invariance,R is the axicon input
beam radius, anda is the axicon base angle!, and then for
larger values ofz, R25% increases linearly again.

The presence of plasma modifies the shape of theR25%
curve. The most obvious effect is that of refraction due to
generation of a large-scale electron density gradient in
radial direction. Since the refractive index of the surround

s,

FIG. 8. Grayscale image of electron density left after passag
laser pulse. Also shown are the radii through which 25% of
pulse energy passes. Case~a! is for vacuum propagation and cas
~b! is for the electron density shown. The peak electron densit
Ne5Nmax51.431018 cm23 at r 50 cm andz50.5 cm.
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RESONANT SELF-TRAPPING OF HIGH INTENSITY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 056408
neutral gas is nearly unity, the converging axicon rays
refracted parallel to thez axis at the critical angleucr5p/2
2g5sin21(12Ne/2Ncr), which gives

Ne /Ncr'sin2 g. ~7!

This is essentially the inverse of the refractive defocus
effect that occurs for pulses initially propagating parallel
the axis. Once refraction has succeeded in deflecting
rays, relativistic and ponderomotive effects can cause s
focusing and trapping of a portion of the pulse. Figure
shows the plasma contribution to the index of refractiondn
52^Ne/2gRNcr& where the angle brackets denote an opti
cycle average,Ne is the maximum electron density~effec-
tively 8Nargon, whereNargon is the argon neutral density! and
gR is the relativistic factor for electrons. Generally, the ind
has the character needed to support quasibound mo
Namely, it is a peaked function with a small depression n
the axis due to nonlinear effects. The depression contrib
to self-guiding of the pulse.

The usual formula for the critical power for relativist
self-focusing in a uniform plasma,Pcrit516.23109 Ncr /Ne
W @32#, is a criterion derived for conventionally diffractin
beams such as Gaussians. If we directly apply this to Be
beams~which is by no means justified at this point!, using
our electron density criterion@Eq. ~7!#, we getPcrit

Bessel516.2
3109(sin2 g)21 W. Therefore, provided sufficient electro
density can be generated via field ionization, the criti
power is determined entirely by the Bessel-beam geome
For our simulation withg51.72°, this givesPcrit

Bessel;1.8
31013 W.

Figure 10 shows the effect onR25% ~at z51 cm, just be-
yond the geometric focus of the vacuum Bessel beam,
Fig. 8! of varying the incident power aroundPcrit

Bessel51.8
31013 W for a range of densities. For the nonzero energ
shown, the minimum inR25% occurs forNe in the range (1
22)31018 cm23. For Ncr51.831021 cm23 at 800 nm, Eq.
~7! implies a g in the range 1.4°–1.9°, roughly centere
about the simulation angle ofg51.72°. The smallest value
of R25% appear for powers below~0.325 J, or 0.325
31013 W! and near~1.77 J, or 1.7731013 W! the value of

FIG. 9. The plasma contribution to the refractive indexdn
52^Ne/2gRNcr&, as a function of radius and time atz50.67 cm. A
nonlinear potential well is created near the axis. In addition, plas
waves are excited.
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Bessel. The higher power cases shown~7.07 J and 11.7 J!

show substantially larger values ofR25%.
We qualitatively explain these features as follows,

though a more rigorous investigation of the critical power
Bessel-beam self-focusing will follow in future work. Firs
we note that the criterionNe /Ncr;sin2 g must always apply
in order to effect axicon ray redirection, without which se
focusing cannot easily initiate. All the nonzero energy curv
of Fig. 10 conform to this criterion. The best self-focusin
would be expected to take place, however, when axicon
redirection and relativistic index modification act in conce
and it is this situation that the expression forPcrit

Besselattempts
to describe. The curve for 0.325 J~for which P
50.18Pcrit

Bessel!, which shows the smallestR25%, is a possible
indication that using the full beam energy in assessingPcrit

Bessel

may be an overestimate. A possible reason for this is tha
satisfy Eq.~7! it is sufficient that electron density must b
generated only near the central lobe of the Bessel beam
over its full radial extent. Our future work will determin
what fraction of the power in the radial distribution of
Bessel beam is effectively available for self-focusing.

The largerR25% for the higher power pulses may resu
from the generation of much wider electron density profi
from field ionization, thus inhibiting the tunneling of th
Bessel beam and its trapping by the relativist
ponderomotive index bump.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated electromagnetic wave s
trapping or self-focusing in plasmas that is associated w
the propagation of intense Bessel beams. Unlike earlier
amples of self-focusing of laser beams, Bessel-beam s
trapping is resonant in the beam parameters and in the pr
gation medium density. Resonant trapping of the Bes
beams is accompanied by enhanced absorption and hea
Our modeling of the Bessel beam-plasma interaction us
hydrodynamic simulations shows good agreement with

a

FIG. 10. R25% radius versus peak electron density atz
51.0 cm for a range of laser pulse energies.
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periments, and provides insight into the self-trapping p
cess. A simple scaling law gives reasonable prediction of
dependence of the resonant pressure on the Bessel-bea
rameters. In the breakdown of a gas by an intense Be
beam that has plasma channel generation as a main app
tion, resonant beam coupling can be an integral part of
process. This can lead to more efficient generation of pla
channels for certain ranges of neutral gas density. The se
tivity of Bessel-beam self-focusing to beam energy, intens
and geometry, as well as to gas pressure may make pos
a new method for stringent benchmarking of laser-plas
hydrodynamic codes.

We note that for sufficiently high pressures or long wav
lengths at fixedg, the electron density can exceedNcr

eff very
early in the pulse during gas breakdown. This can also h
pen when using shallow axicons with smallg in order to
make long plasma channels. In those cases, direct laser
ing at the channel center can proceed only through dyna
cal coupling to channel resonances. Beams with some
muthal variation will assist in this process since themÞ0
resonances at fixedp are much more closely spaced as
ett

d

. E
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function of pressure than them50 resonances for varyingp.
In fact, comparison of the absorption measurement of F
2~b! to the calculation of Fig. 3~a! shows that were it not for
the coupling tom>1 resonances, the absorption would sho
a decreasingtrend with pressure above;300 torr~except at
the smallp51, m50 peak at 440 torr!.

For much shorter and more intense Bessel-beam pu
than those considered experimentally here, such as from
energy mode-locked Nd:glass or Ti:Sapphire laser syste
our simulations show that ponderomotive and relativis
modifications to the plasma refractive index rather than th
mally driven changes can result in Bessel-beam s
trapping. The simple density criterion for self-trapping@Eq.
~7!# from the quasistatic analysis is still applicable in th
dynamic case, although a rigorous criterion forPcrit

Bessel re-
mains to be derived in future work.
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